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                            Shifra Sheikh            16:20 06 Mar 24
                                            Both of my sons were treated by the highly competent and professional Orthodontists here.  In addition, the reception staff have always been so helpful and accommodating, always fitting me in for emergency brace repairs....  Today, Chloe listened with patience and provided me with advice which helped me make a decision.  Not everyone has that ability to listen with empathy and give the right advice, so huge thanks, it meant a lot...  Highly professional staff all round; would recommend this practice to all locale.            
        
    
                                            
                            Tathiana Vinhas Rodrigues            08:57 16 Feb 24
                                            Dr Lina provided exceptional care for my son, demonstrating a perfect blend of professionalism and kindness. Her attentiveness and politeness made the dental visit a positive experience. We are grateful for the outstanding service and highly recommend this practice for pediatric orthodontists dental care. A definite 5-star rating!            
        
    
                                            
                            Rafa Santos            14:57 14 Feb 24
                                            To be honest, Sutton Orthodontics was a really stress free experience. I was doing an invisalign treatment and it was pain free and easy to manage. My mouth has changed so much that it was unrecognisable. My teeth were all straight and my mouth had more space. Sutton Orthodontics did a real good job! The staff are really kind and helpful and Dr. Arya was especially good. The whole thing was great!            
        
    
                                            
                            L M            17:33 07 Feb 24
                                            My daughter had braces for just under 2 years with sutton orthodontics and they were great!! She couldn't be more pleased with her brand new smile. Lovely staff members, very efficient with appointments and always polite :)            
        
    
                                            
                            Vicki Baird            16:24 30 Jan 24
                                            Both of my sons have had braces here, the results have been amazing! Great staff and always welcomed with happy smiley receptionists plus a great orthodontist!Thank you, I highly recommend!            
        
    
                                            
                            Lindsay Rice            10:34 11 Jan 24
                                            Brilliant service.  My son's treatment has been ongoing over some years. Finally, braces have been removed to reveal such perfect teeth and smile. My son's teeth were very crocked, gappy and every implement that could be used was used! Every step has been explained throughly to my son and myself and all questions answered.Excellent service and great results. Lina was so kind, friendly and has changed my son's smile completely.            
        
    
                                            
                            Kayleigh Baker            13:39 15 Dec 23
                                            Charlotte treated my son from end of November 2022 and he has just had them taken off. His teeth are incredible- from what they were to how they look now is such a massive difference. Charlotte was amazing throughout and we are so grateful!            
        
    
                                            
                            Debbie Millis            11:41 15 Dec 23
                                            Clare and Charlotte have been amazing throughout our visits the last year and 9 months. Great service by everyone including the receptionists who have gone out of their way to be accommodating with our appointment changes! Thank you all.            
        
    
                                            
                            Amelia Fenn            19:47 12 Dec 23
                                            Very good experience here. Polite staff and clean facilities. Had braces here and they were great. Was never rude if I needed to amend an appointment and made my overall experience stress free and pleasant.            
        
    
                                            
                            Amanda Boyce            10:48 30 Nov 23
                                            Dr arya and lina are my daughter team and I couldn't ask for better. She has had braces on for a year already and the results are AMAZING so happy and highly recommended. Thank you            
        
    
                                            
                            Lorna Mirza            09:04 10 Nov 23
                                            I'm so happy with the exceptional care the team at Sutton Orthodontics gave my daughter through all of her corrective orthodontic work.She was treated with the utmost respect and kindness at every appointment she attended.Reception staff were efficient and caring.Overall I would thoroughly recommend Sutton Orthodontics.            
        
    
                                            
                            Rachel Pullen            12:35 07 Nov 23
                                            Wonderful staff, All 3 of my children have had orthodontic treatment here and always very happy. My youngest daughter has just completed her treatment, with Lena, and another set of lovely straight teeth and happy child!            
        
    
                                            
                            Emily Raymond            12:15 25 Sep 23
                                            Fantastic. Thank you so much for everything you have done for my son. Really friendly staff and always welcoming. You all do an amazing job!            
        
    
                                            
                            Karolina K            07:35 13 Sep 23
                                            Amazing experiences with all team,allways quick ,polite service.After 20months i got new smile ,im very happy and highly recomendad this Clinic .            
        
    
                                            
                            Alice Tsoi            20:40 10 Sep 23
                                            Very happy to chose Sutton Orthodontics.  Dr. Arya is very professional and the reception staff are very helpful especially Nadine.            
        
    
                                            
                            Hasan Abdi            11:19 29 Aug 23
                                            I’m so happy with my smile and the fact that they take great care of you is astonishing.Would recommend sutton orthodontists and the orthodontic therapist Lina.            
        
    
                                            
                            Lisa G            12:51 11 Aug 23
                                            My daughter has been attending the practice for just over two years, we have had fixed braces and braces to correct her over bite. We are so happy with all the treatment received. Everyone has been so helpful on every visit we have attended and on the phone. Thank you.            
        
    
                                            
                            Sm Last            09:48 03 Aug 23
                                            very happy overall with my experience lovely staff memebership including Charlotte, Aaiza, Lina and Iram. thank you            
        
    
                                            
                            Monty Murrihy            08:34 14 Jul 23
                                            They were patient with me when my braces broke, and were usually good with providing appointment times.            
        
    
                                            
                            Yara Sahhab            05:20 23 Jun 23
                                            i recently finished my treatment with sutton orthodontics and i’ve been SO happy with the results. i would highly highly recommend sutton orthodontics, the staff are all so so kind! the receptionists are really welcoming and patient and the orthodontists themselves are so friendly (especially charlotte!) and i’ve always looked forward to my appointments as i’ve always been made to feel comfortable and they explain everything to you before they start working. thank you!!            
        
    
                                            
                            Susan Reynolds            10:10 31 Mar 23
                                            Fabulous attention to detail, service always with a smile, lovely straight teeth & my own smile ready in ample time for my daughters wedding. Wish I had done this years ago! A little discomfort, but worth the effort. Sue            
        
    
                                            
                            Laura Adams            16:32 18 Dec 22
                                            I started my Invisalign treatment with Dr Arya and her team at Sutton orthodontics in March 2022. I have just come to the end of my treatment plan and am extremely happy with the results and now have a perfect smile.            
        
    
                                            
                            Henry            20:07 05 Dec 22
                                            All the team are very professional and very helpful. I had braces on for just over a year and every appointment was very easy and I am very happy with how my teeth look. Dr. Arya is very kind and told me what she was doing and why she was doing it at every appointment. Thank you to the whole team.            
        
    
                                            
                            Bogdan Dobre            19:57 05 Dec 22
                                            Sutton Orthodontics is a 5 star performance because of Dr. Arya and her amazing team, especially Aaiza! I am able to smile again and bite together acordingly because of the excellent service provided!!!Many thanks!            
        
    
                                            
                            Hazel Morgan            08:57 30 Aug 22
                                            I decided to get braces when I turned 40 as I never had them before and I have never been happy with my teeth. Well, now they are looking so straight and we would not have got there without the tireless work of Dr Arya and her team. I had fixed braces which were best for my teeth. The reception staff are efficient and helpful and I was kept informed throughout my journey. Anyone thinking about it I can recommend Sutton Orthodontics.            
        
    
                                            
                            Humma Khan            19:39 05 Aug 22
                                            Fantastic & polite service from the receptionist to the dentist.            
        
    
                                            
                            Ernesto Pozzoni            21:27 17 May 22
                                            I have nothing to complain about. Reception very professional, orthodontist and staff capable and nice. I strongly recommend it.            
        
    
                                            
                            Emma Carey            19:12 13 Apr 22
                                            I’ve just finished treatment with Dr Arya and couldn’t be happier with the outcome. I found everyone polite and Dr Arya explained everything along the way.            
        
    
                                            
                            Chandur Ludhani            13:05 18 Jul 21
                                            Very professional, helpful and good treatment provided.            
        
    
                                            
                            Vaarshika Ramsurn            14:02 09 Jul 21
                                            Brilliant service, i was always informed of the procedure throughout my appointments. Well taken care of.            
        
    
                                            
                            T N            16:31 11 Jun 21
                                            Sutton Orthodontics is the best. My Son’s orthodontists,  , Dr Mc Govern is very efficient and professional. Would highly recommend this practice to friends and family. Thank you so much!            
        
    
                                            
                            Soumya s            21:27 04 Jun 21
                                            Very disappointing to hear that we are expected to make full payment even before the appointment is booked. Full payment before booking the appointment ensures surgery get the complete control on the transaction and nothing in the safety of patients- Thanks Team for the follow up and being flexible and treating my son. We had good experience            
        
    
                                            
                            S J            08:05 03 Jun 21
                                            Mostly excellent service, the orthodontists are wonderful and very professional. One star removed as one of the receptionists is quite rude and has a poor attitude, on the phone and face to face and needs proper training for a facing customer role. The other receptionist is extremely helpful and polite.            
        
    
                                            
                            jade hannigan            15:42 29 Apr 21
                                            My experience with Sutton Orthadontics has been amazing. All the staff, receptionists and orthodontists are so welcoming and lovely. I have never gone with out an appointment or not been able to book in. Every time I went to my appointment I was almost always seen on time, and on the rare occasion I’d have to wait 5 minutes it was fine because they’re waiting room is lovely aswell haha.I had braces fitted just over 3 years ago and recently had them removed and my teeth look so nice and perfectly straight. I trusted every person who looked at my brace or tightened it, they never hurt and are always very conscious to wether or not they might be hurting you which I didn’t experience elsewhere.I’d recommend Sutton orthadontics to anyone they’re brilliant!            
        
    
                                            
                            Kamile            20:12 08 Apr 21
                                            I’m very happy I chose Sutton Orthodontics to get my orthodontic treatment. Staff was exceptional - polite, approachable, and very helpful that made my experience very pleasant and worry-free despite these challenging times. Dr Arya was professional, efficient, and reassuring. Thank you to the staff of this clinic including reception for providing such a pleasant experience and helping me achieve such a bright and beautiful smile. Highly recommend!            
        
    
                                            
                            lula Harris            09:10 01 Apr 21
                                            The team at this centre are extremely helpful, polite and professional. I have been with them for a few years now and its actually sad that my treatment is coming to an end. Really happy with my results however and i would recommend this to anyone in need of dental help😊.            
        
    
                                            
                            Ai In Raynbird            21:15 09 Jan 21
                                            I was very pleased with the treatment for my son for the past 1and a half years. Staff were very friendly and polite. Highly recommended!            
        
    
                                            
                            Natalia Bolger            16:02 08 Jan 21
                                            Fantastic treatment by Claire for my son who has been having treatment for over a year. Recently had his braces removed and am delighted with the results. Everybody at the practice has been really kind and helpful despite the recent challenges. Thank you so much            
        
    
                                            
                            Evangeline Alcantara            11:41 18 Dec 20
                                            The care and professional treatment which my son received throughout the years was outstanding. The staff are friendly,  efficient and reassuring. The facilities are great.              I would highly recommend Sutton Orthodontics            
        
    
                                            
                            Rajesh Kurup            10:50 18 Dec 20
                                            First hand experience was to put me at ease and the follow ups being very prompt I was able to complete my process faster. Thanks to the efficient team of orthodontists who were seamless in their efforts of bringing my confident smile back.            
        
    
                                            
                            Hoskinzzz            10:28 18 Sep 20
                                            My son’s front teeth have been transformed thanks to his treatment at your practice. He’s more confident and was looked after sensitively and effectively at all times. Thank you so much, Fiona Hoskins            
        
    
                                            
                            Jessica Craik            07:38 29 Apr 20
                                            So pleased I used Sutton Orthodontics. Initially visited for my daughter but sought my own consultation and started realignment treatment. So pleased I had it done and love my smile. Had looked like I had a tooth missing but now looks great with a fixed retainer keeping teeth in place. Well worth the short time with a brace. All the consultants and staff were helpful, friendly and professional. I highly recommend the practice.            
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